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Learn how to draw 101 different sea animals, including dolphins, whales, seahorses and more!It's

easy! Follow the simple step-by-step drawings and you will soon be amazing all your friends with

your new-found artists' skills!This 48-page book from Top That Publishing contains step-by-step line

drawings to help budding artists draw 101 different animals in various shapes, sizes and poses.

Since each image is broken down into six simple steps, children will quickly gain in confidence when

they see their finished results, and will soon be adapting their designs and drawing freehand

pictures of their own. Ideal for junior artists age 5+.
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I was highly impressed with the quality of this book for $4.99!It was delivered promptly and in perfect

condition. The book is not as flimsy as I expected, it's quite nice actually and has tons of neat

animals to draw.I bought this for my 10 year old nephew and it is just the right experience level for

him.Examples of sea animals in the book:LionfishCommon PuffinLobsterRockhopper

PenguinShrimpSquidLaughing Dolphinand lots more!The book is very nice with a very simple layout

and I would recommend it for any aspiring young artist!

My five-year old daughter enjoys drawing. She loves sea creatures and found this book to be fun. I



was surprised that she could follow the step-by-step illustrated instructions, once I showed her how

to use the book. At her first sitting with the book, she drew and painted her illustrations for nearly

two hours. Well worth the price!

My grand daughter loves to draw and this will help her to expand futher. Its step by step of how to

draw each one of these sea animals. Really looks interesting and I might be able to draw something

with her now.

When you look at the cover you know that you aren't going for extreme realism or even remote

realism. In truth, the book has a lot of images to draw but not the greatest detail. Each page

contains about 6 panels with lines that eventually end up as the end result. I confess, I haven't tried

to follow the guidelines provided so I can't tell you how well this works for me. All I can tell you is,

that if you are looking for a book that offers a lot of critters, this is definitely it. There are no coloring

or shading guidelines. It is strictly a line guide. It is okay as a starting point if you are seeking to

learn. However it will not teach you how to deconstruct the image (turn it into shapes) and draw it

from there. Very cartoon.

A bit simplistic but it is a good book to keep the kids busy and active in art. Step by step in an easy

to read, friendly format for children and adults like me who can't draw but have always wanted to.

They aren't drawings I would include in a painting but they have given me something to practice with

a pencil when I didn't know what to draw. I can't paint either but this was a start.I like the other How

to Draw 101 Things books better than this one.

I purchased this along with about three or four others for my 5.5 year old son so that he could get

some practice in drawing objects and people. He immediately took these to the table and began

using them as templates. They are a bit difficult for someone who is just learning to draw so he

basically used them as a tracing drawing - basically achieving the same idea.

Our family really like this book series. It helps the kids see how to make the animals with easy steps

and inspires them to go further. The price is nice too. :)

Easy drawings that even young kids can follow. My son (6 yrs) and daughter (8 years) could follow

the stenos and complete the drawings with pretty good accuracy.
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